2020 INNOVATION SCIENCE MERIT BADGE DAY
AT CAMP TRASK
MARCH 7, 2020
8:00 AM CHECK-IN AND PROGRAM ENDS AT 5:00 PM

LIMIT 15 SCOUTS PER CLASS

*Scout can take only one merit badge this day

CHEMISTRY
read merit badge book
no prerequisites

GENEALOGY
read merit badge book
prerequisites are: 3, 4b, 5

ENGINEERING
read merit badge book
no prerequisites

GEOLOGY
read merit badge book
no prerequisites

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
read merit badge book
prerequisites are: 3(e) 1 or 3(e2), 3(g)2, 3(f)1

RADIO
read merit badge book
no prerequisites

Cost:
Scouts BSA/includes lunch
• $45.00 before 1/18/2020
• $50.00 between 1/18-2/15/2020
• $55.00 after 2/15/2020

Adults
• $5.00 for lunch if staying in camp with Scout

CANCELLATION POLICY:
Up until 30 days prior to camp/event:
• cancellation fee of 25% of total reservation cost for each spot dropped
• after that, no refunds will be provided
• balance in full due

For more information:
Camping Support: 213-413-4400 ext. 354 for Sonia
or SoniaGuerrero.Kagan@scouting.org

SCOUTS MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING WITH THEM WHILE AT CAMP:
• WATER BOTTLE
• PAPER AND PENCIL/PEN
• MERIT BADGE BOOKLET
• MERIT BADGE WORKSHEET
• CURRENT AND SIGNED BSA MEDICAL FORM